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PREFACE

There is no consensual definition of the term " food security". In fact with the
passingyearsmore meanings havebeen appended, andtheterm"foodsecurity"
now includes many more terms like food availability, access to food,
entitlements, adequacy of food, nutrition sufficiency, sustainability etc. in its
ambit. At present it goes to the extent of incorporating the phrase "age-wise
availability ofand access to balanced diet for all" and ofeven replacing the term
with "nutrition security". Maxwell and Frankenberger have summarized the
conceptual literature on food security as follows:

First "enough" food is defined mostly ... with emphasis on calories, and on
requirements ... for an active, healthy life rather than simple survival —although
this assessment may in the end be subjective.

Second, access to food is determined by food entitlements [Sen 1981], which
are derived from human and physical capital,, assets and stores, access to
common property resources and a variety of social contracts at household,
community andstate levels. ^ ^.

Third risk of entitlement failure dSfermmes the level of vulnerability and
hence the level offood insecurity, with risk being greater, the higher the share of
resources...devotedtofoodacquisition. . .

Finally food insecurity can exist on apermanent basis (chronic) or in cycles.
Vis-a-vis this burgeoning concept on "food security" there are views which are

constantly evolving to make the methodology for its measurement overarching
and perfect. The simplest of the methods in measuring food security is to
calculate adequacy of food reserve by using total food P/oduction and the
number of mouths to feed. This method completely overlooks the food security
state ofindividuals and hence is by no means anywhere near to giving an accurate
picture. Unless individual household is used as abasis of measuren^ent one
would not get a true picture of food security malocality, region state or a
countiy. H^ever household composition may not be constant and the
"household" itself is subject to varying interpretations. To overcome th^
difficulty "disappearance method" and "24 hour recal s methods are used
These alL haveXir limitations. Numerous authors note that food secunty is but
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Introduction
The entire land locked state of Sikkim lies along the main Himalayan range to

thenorth and thelesser Himalayan range to the south. Sikkim is like abowl with
some of the world's highest ranges circumscribing it to the west, north, east and
south-east. To the west its border abuts Nepal along the nearly North-South
ridges of the Kanchenjunga range, 8386 meters (28,168 ft) at the highest and
3407 meters (11,778 ft) at the lowest. To the north it abuts Tibet (China), the
dividing lineat allpoints along thewater-shed of themain Himalayan range. To
the east, the water-shed on the western shoulder of Chumbi valley rises to the
height of 7128 meters (23,385 ft) with the lowest point at 3738 meters (12,265
ft) along which one time famous passes for trade routes to Tibet, Nathula and
Jelepla lie. The southern and south-eastern boundary lies along West Bengal and
for a short distance along Bhutan. It runs along river Rangeet which drains from
north a good part ofWest Sikkim and to its south, a part ofDarjeeling district.

A relief map of Sikkim showing major catchment areas for tributaries of
Teesta , a fairly major river flowing through the state, is depicted. One can see
that the state is more or less a confederation of seven major catchments zones
which have been marked by the Roman numerals on the map. Each catchment
consists of several spurs alternately placed from either side of the valley down
the bottom of which along the toes of thespursa riverora khola (tributary to the
riverTeesta) meanders. The maximum altitude and the minimum altitude ofeach
catchment is recorded onthemap. Thewhole region is thus composed of slopes
which may have inclination ranging from 20 to as steep as a sheer 90. Every
human activitybe it habitation, cultivation or the state-of-the-art modernization
is sustained onthese slopes .The roads connecting this mountainous state with
other parts of the country run along the river banks and converge on a place at
Rangpoo, a river basin from where the road enters southward into the state of
West Bengal. A few important towns like Rangpoo, Singtam, Ranipool,
Jorethang are situated on the banks of these rivers running at the lowest altitude
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imagine how agriculture in the present day form has at aU survived here.
Mountains in this respect may not perhaps offer themselves as ideal haven tothe
agricuhurists. The slopes offer a restricted opportunity for appHcation of
technology for mass production. The altitudinal variation not only limits the
growth ofa particular crop to certain zones but also differentiates a particular
crop growing at all altitudes from zone to zone in terms of the gestation period.
For example maize has agestation period of3months only at the lowest altitude
whereas the same crop needs at least agestation period of7to 8months to reach
maturity at an altitude of 6000 to 7000 ft. Besides there are slopes which do not
get adequate sunlight on account of their specific orientation. As aconsequence
the productivity of these areas is immensely affected. Such pecuhanties of the
mountains in general and Sikkim in particular lead us to conclude that mountam
economy perhaps needs to be viewed in adifferent perspective and its problems
grappled with adifferent approach. The per hectare productivity ofacrop cited
in aliterature may at best depict an average of the sum ofall such peculiarities if
the entire region of such production has been taken into account or may
i 1 • • ..1 citiiflHonifone particularzone only IS takenimmensely misinterpret the actual situation u h
for the purpose of calculation. Even ahectare of cultivated area mayexactlyahectare because the cultivati^on IS an

In the present context it is unfair to a it,,rp tn meet the reauirement
Sikkim will produce sufficient food throug ^re chronic food
of Its citizens. Sikkim and its ) There is awidespread deficit
deficit areas (with the exception o s • • ^vhat the economists like
of locally grown food grain in free mar g o
to term "the problem ofaffordable mark J poverty by importing
mtervened to tackle the problems o o tKmueh PDS. Empowering the
food and ensuring their availability selective public action
individual with different entitlement, e benefit scheme, old age
such as public distribution system, une P , j privileged can
pension and subsidization of market pnce of food
have safety net against food insecurity. Distribution System in India was

Food distribution through PDS or the " jo protect the poor
started as early as fifties, after the prices. PDS began to meet
against scarcity and also to maintain "J^g^piementary role of PL 480 at a
the needs of the growing population with requirement. PDS
time when food production in the country w ^y^lus (1976-77 till 2005-06,
stood through the period even when we "ao jn^ports during
surplus' in the sense that there was itt e



this period) because the proportion of the poor people has not diminished in any
significantextent both in urbanand rural areas in spite ofthe surplus production..
Till 1988 the PDS was mainly urban based to act as agricultural price
stabilization instrument. The welfare and social safety network of PDS started
from then and the rural areas have been brought under the scheme. In the '90's
the scheme has been restructured and the targeted PDS has emerged as the focal
programme forpoverty eradication. Theobjective of welfare has been clubbed
with the objective of price stabilization of the agricultural products. This twin
role ofPDS has by and large worked well ata limited scale during the scarcity of
food.

Food distribution system has been under considerable criticisms from writers
of various disciplines with regard to its correct implementation. It is stated that
there has been gradual slump in the PDS for the whole ofIndia on account of(1)
lack of commitment from Governments of most States (2) leakages in the
distribution process (3) negligible welfare gains received as the effectiveness of
reaching the poorest households was very small (4) mismanagement of the
public delivery system (5) severe strain on the Government as PDS is highly
subsidized. To relieve thegovernment of this strain and to make the PDS more
targeted the TDPS was introduced in 1997, a mechanism which has again
received more lashing from the critics. Nevertheless, the establishment of the
PDS has provided some safeguards against worsening of inequalities of
consumption across states and for some state like Kerala a god-send indeed.
Over the last 30 years, although cereal consumption per capita has declined,
inter-state variations in cereal consumption and calorie intake have declined. It is
believed that the PDS has most likely played a role in the moderation of
inequalities incereal consumption across States particularly in the north-eastern
region.

An assessment of the functioning of the PDS in the North Eastern States
specifically has been made by some authors. Several problems have been
identified for poor performance ofPDS in the rural North East India. Leakages in
the delivery system have been detected. People of the North East being more
submissive and less demanding areleast aware of the system. Lack ofawareness
among the people has further added to the problem. There is a severe lack of
infrastructure facilities such as warehouses, transportation and communication
which not only adds to the cost but also causes the food grains to deteriorate m
quality. Identification ofbeneficiaries through Panchayats and Gram Sabhas has
posed problems.

The economistsare of the view that for ending food insecurity in the longrun



planning for development on regional basis is the most important step.
Preservation and optimal utilization of natural resources for production of
agricultural and industrial products is the ultimate way out from scarcity and
food insecurity. Thus for poverty eradication programmes specific action plan
onthe following line has been visualized:

(a) setting up offood (grain) bank for food items specific in the region
(b) TDPS for BPL category only and abolishing rationing for APL
(c) distribution offood grain through the Panchayat
(d) keeping procurement price at reasonable level so that poor can afford it.
(e) extensive implementation offood for work. , .
(F) corruption and discrimination on the basis of caste and religion to be

strongly dealt with. . „ -i 1.1 *
(g) fixing up programme ofproduction on the bas.s of resources available at

(hrdiTsiSion of production in agriculmre according to the marketresponse so the farmers get the market price oftheirproduce.
(0 economic access through multiple income generatmg opportunities,

political empowerment and social security.
a) identification ofpoor households
(k) non-farm employment ofelectricity and education progresses

industry sector, for example, as extension
in the rural sector) . , . the short and long term

This volume on Food Secunty m t^e union ofIndia late in
measures taken up by the govenme ;

Was prioritized and took some time fpooential food crop. Farmers may notfood security in terms oftotal production o^^^^ adopt adifferent
always go for production of food income. Thus they earn more
cropping pattern because it fetches better
entitlement and have better access ^o people must have (i) economic

Normally for aregion to have foo sec ^ region ensures economic access
access to food and (ii) physical access to o • ^ required to buy
to food if there is decrease in fncome and 'h' is the part of that
food. Thus if 'i' represents total per cap [j,easure the proportion of per
income used in buying food the ratios ^j^jiimean the economic access
capita income in purchase offood. Decrea economic access to food is
to food is increa^ng. Another parameter to mincreasing.



(i - p)/i where i is the per capita income at current prices and p is the prices of
items in the food basket. If there is an increase in (i - p)/i then there is an increase
in economic access to food. Physical access to food is measured by decrease in
import offood as a proportion ofdomestic production and increase in per capita
availability offood.

It isdifficult to assess how food security and nutritional security stood in the
early years ofits new life with the union of India due to lack ofdata. Hence select
years have been chosen to depict the status offood security in the beginning and
gradually as more data have become available more frequent assessments have
been worked out. The write up is a laymen's view of the situation laid bare in a
kind of chronological perspective and by no means an economist's analysis.
Moot points covered are the efforts put in by the government to meet the
minimum food requirement of its people, the infrastructure development to
reach out to people living in the remotest area, means and methods adopted to
maintain transparency and management strategy adopted to minimize leakages
in the delivery system. The author is of the belief that these pointers will
sufficiently assess as to what extent the government has upheld its political will,
commitment and dedication to ensure food security to its people and bring to
light itssuccess or failure ineradication of poverty inthestate.
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Chapter II

Food Security Status

Concept and interpretation: The World Bank (1986) had formulated the
basic concept of food security as "access by all people at all times to enough
food for an active, healthy life. Its essential elements are the availability of food
and the ability to Acquire it". It has also made adistinction between chronic and
+ c j- •+• r-Krrxrjirfnndinsecuntyreflectsastateofcontmuoustransitory food insecurities. CIironictooamseLuiuy

j • j- . the inab litv to acquire tooa. It reters to

Cs.hSh;p^«iyi.ck.k=.«ii;y»^
food." The Iransrioiy food ability in food prices,M
household's access to enough food. It res fr»rm it nroduces famine."
production and household income i" itsjor^
According to Food and Agricultural Og fogj they
all people at all times have both physic ^ available at
need'X FAO,1983, pp.33). This is nutritionally adequate m
all times, all persons have means ot ac > concept of
terms ofquality, variety and is accep offood-grain production,
food security is multi-dimensional. food-grains
its efficient distribution, access capa i .. ^sumption. Eachoftheseisan
and the nutritional derivatives acquired trom
inseparable part of any food ^^^[^^^terpretations of food security by

Various scholars have presented stated in the paragraph above,
conceptualizing them within of food security and food
Shlomo Reutlinger has compared t e c hunger, starvation and
insecurity in order to understan ^ g^urity as defined above against the
deprivation. Pitting the concept of oo s he has sought to find a
meaning of food insecurity, both transitory



solution for the latter. According to him food security against chronic food
insecurity can be achieved by an appropriate mix of policies related with (i)
income transfer i.e. transfer payment in cash orkind to the poor, who are at high
risk offood insecurity, (ii) subsidized food prices i.e. to reduce prices ofselected
food to all consumers without reducing the price paid to producers, and (iii)
efficient food supply policies i.e. by identifying and supplying them with traded
and non-trade food items either through increase production or through proper
distribution ( including imports where necessary). The chronic malady of
inadequate diet resulting from lack of resources to produce or to acquire food
could thus be uveicoine.

According to Bapna a paradoxical situation of food insecurity exists amidst
plenty. The world has more food than is required to meet the nutritional needs of
its entire population yet a large proportion ofthe population particulariy in Asia
and Africa suffers from under-nutrition and food insecurity. Aview prevalent
until the beginning ofthe 70's linked food insecurity with the slow growth of
agriculture. It was thought the rapid rise in agricultural production during such
developments as Green Revolution would enable the poor to have sufficient
food. Unfortunately the benefits of the rise in food grain production did not
percolate to the poor. This happened because the poor did not have the adequate
money to buy the surplus food present in the market. Thus, according to Bapna,
in order to achieve food security the raising of the income of the poor or
increasing their purchasing power should go hand in hand with asteady supply
ofsubsidized food-grain till such time as the paradox persists.

According to Sen and Dreze "hunger is a many-headed monster. The under-
nutrition that haunts a large part of humanity relates to a wide range of
deprivations. The connections between different types of deprivations are not
only biological (between illness and under-nutrition) but also economic and
social (e.g. between unemployment and illness). The idea of social security is
that of using social means to prevent deprivation and vulnerability". They
elaborate further that market exchange are seldom the proper means ofproviding
food security as "market demands are not reflections of biological needs or
physical desires, but choices based on exchange entitlement relations. If one
doesn thave much to exchange, one can't demand very much and may thus lose
out in competition with others whose needs may be good deal less acute, but
whose entitlements are stronger". In these circumstances food security happens
to be the only way out for the entitlement deficient and deprived sections ofthe
society. Sen and Dreze explain how famines have occurred in various countries
(including Bengal Famines, 1943) without afall in the per capita availability of

9 fcod Cmi



food-grain but due to lack ofproper food security system thousands perished
their exchange entitlements reduced. The two scholars have used their
conceptual tools ofentitlement,endowmentand deprivationto analyze the inter
related issues ofsocial and food security.

Structural Adjustment Policies(SAP) introducedin Indiaduring the 1990's or
similar policies in other developing countries have had detrimental effects on a
large section ofpopulation both urban and rural. SAP involves reduction infood
subsidies such are inherent in the PDS, attempts at reduction in the growth of
fiscal expenditure and advocates export oriented agriculture. Swaminathan
points out the adverse effect of these policies on the poor and lower middle-
classes ofpopulation in malnourished and undernourished developing countries
around the world where SAP is being implemented. Therevamped andtargeted
system ofPDS has not gone well with the majority ofpoor whereas the reduction
in fiscal expenditure has resulted in income-deflation among them. The rising
export orientation of the Indian agriculture has diverted the resources from the
food grain to export crops causing afall in the per head cereal production in the
country She suggests that countries under SAP should adopt amore vigorous
and near universal food security net to meet the calorie and nutritionalrequirement ofthe poor instead ofreducing food security.

According to Prof Dandekar the per capita consumption of food-gram m
India hovers around 185 Kg ayear when tlie per capita production .s 200 Kg a
year through which he goes to claim that India ,s not actually self-sufficient yet.
Lc^iuse of inequality in the income distribution those who are hungo' do not
have the Durchasing power to increase the.r food-gram consumption. Mere
increase in the supply of food-grain does not help and to save the poor frominciease nui increased. Under the present
hunger their puic g requirements ofthe

^oroSr^Vd -ly measures will be able to provide the poor with the.r
requirements. encompassing view of food security systems,

Shanna gives an a , . .g j^crease production and availability of
Technological pnce and market support to the fanners and
food-grams, provision of ette p employment and income for
deployment ofwide range o ' development for providing
rural poor are to be made an mtegi p j j j accessibility to food
food security. According to him the producti y
should go together, i„no fpnn food policy that should be an integral

Rao links food security with long
part of the economic policies of the State, lo g
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viewed as somethingwhich will not only lead to increased production but also
will ensure access to food-grain by every family. This implies that increased
production of food-grain should be associated with generation of income and
employment of the poor. According to Rao the generation of income and
employment must not be mere averages based on total population of the State or
the country but in real sense of the term, that is, the employment and income of
the weaker sections of the society should really increase. This alone can ensure
long term food security to the poor.

Theconcept of food security thus is notmerely confined to sufficiency in food
levels and steady supply of food-grains. It must also provide people for whom
food is being produced with means to acquire it. Timmer states that policies
concerning food security has to be viewed in their totality. The policy
interventions should touch the food system along its entire dimension from
agricultural inputs to nutritional supplementation. So any food policy aimed at
ensuring food security to the people must take account of production,
consumption, marketing as well as growth in employment, income and
community services.

In order to ascertain food situation and the food security different scholars use
different parameters. Of such parameters probably the most accurate index lies
in the nutritional level of the population both in terms of quality of food
consumed and in terms of calories generated ( Chakraborty). Here not only the
quantity of consumption but also the quality of food consumed is taken into
consideration. The average calories requirement in the diet of a standard normal
person per day is 2300 calories as fixed by FAO. The ideal requirement from
cereals alone is takenas 1380 calories and the recommended intakeof cerealsby
theICMR is460 g/CU perday and therecommended doses ofpulses are40gper
day per individual. The benchmark for hunger is consistently based on an
average intake of 2100 Kcals. Where groups of people are coping below this
threshold they are food insecure and will experience the symptoms of
malnutrition. Malnutrition results in impaired ability to learn or to work, and
reduced resistance to disease. Hence this becomes a cause as well as
consequence of poverty. About 800 million in the world still do not have access
to food in spite ofsurplus. It is estimated that the annual loss ofproductivity to
the Indian nation on account of malnutrition is of the order of more that Rs.
33,000 crores. Consumption ofadequate and appropriate food (diet) to bring
about quality oflife for everybody in all parts ofthe world is important.

Three fourth of India s population are dependent on agriculture which
contribute 19% of the GDP. During the last 53 years India has changed herself



from a perennially food deficit country to a food surplus one. Food production
increased from 50.8 million tons (1951) to 213.5 million tons in 2003-04 (see
chart below).
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Fig.11(1)

However quantum offood production and food secunty ofacountry may not
always be correlated (Bapna &Prof Dandekar). Acountry may expenence food
insecurity in spite ofasurplus production due to inefficient distnbution and lack
ofeffective demand. Conversely, there may be food secunty macountry .fthere
is proper distribution (of food grain) system where food is imported from other
coLtries (as true ofhighly industrialized countnes). In case of ndia in spite of
the snectacular achievement in food sector there is approximately 40% people
still hving below poverty line (1998 -SSC). Many authors (Chakraborty et al)
opine that due to economic reforms (Structural Adjustment Policies)
implemented in the 90's the nation's efforts to usher msel -reliant arid foodP I heen thwarted. Investment m agnculture (public and
r.'S ."Si fd torn .7.09% in I9.M1 »9.90% i. .993-94. Oradu.,
Sia. of .ub.di„ .d .h. ™
affected ]demand there has been aperceptible shift mthe
agnculture to meet resources from the food-grain to the
cropping pattern resu j^.^eased it has not risen enough to
export crop- Altho | therefore, the rate ofgrowth offood-grain
compensate g^sfrom 2.6% during the period 1970 to 1990,
output has fallen. bringing it below the population growth rate of 1.8
This is a significant jhere has been an increase in net



Table II (1)
Adjusted Net Output Per Capita of Cereals and Food-grain

(Annual average for Three-Year Period)

Years

Net Oulput
(in mill ion tones)

Animal Per Capita
A\ailabilih (Ki;)

Cereals

less Feed

Pnlses Food-

l^rai ns
Cereals less

Feed

Pnlses Food-

drains

1989-90 10 1991-92 1.36.0 13.4 149.4 159.9 15.7 175.6

1992-93 10 1994-95 146,! 13.4 159.5 162.4 14.9 177.3

1995-96 to 1997-98 149.9 13.2 163.1 157.6 13.9 171.5

1998-99 lo 2000-01 159.2 13.5 172.7 158.5 13.4 171.9

Source: Patnaik (2001)
Thus, food security appears to be under threat during the decade of Structural

Adjustment Pohcies. A paradoxical situation seems lo have evolved in the
process where thousands of hidians exist without food while stocks pile up in
FCI go-downs which adds to cost and subsidies. Until these stocks are cleared
through a proper food security programme, the food security situation in India
may remain grim.

FoodSecurityinNorth-East ;Noauthoranalyzing foodsituation in North-East
region hasfound anyof itsstatessufficient in food grains. While dealingwiththe
entire regions theyhavecompared the per cent production of the regions against
thepercent population vis-a-vis India. In 1991 NE regions produced 2.8%of the
country's total food-grain whereas 3.7 % of all-India population resided here.
The growing gap between the food-grain requirement and actual production is
evident from this. Over the period from 1985-86 to 1997-98 NE's contribution
to all-India food production has stagnated around 2.73 to 2.82 per cent mark
which has always been lower than the rate of population growth in the region.
Thus North-Eastem Region remains a food deficit area and is dependent upon
food supply from other states ofIndia.

Sikkim is a part of the NE region and is also a food deficit state. Various
scholars see the urgency of making these regions self-sufficient through
multifaceted development processes while continuing with the ongoing
programme of meeting its deficiency through PDS. It would be appropriate at
thisjunctureto first gointothevarious aspects ofagriculture andrelated issuesof
this region before dealing with the details of food security. Like its sister states
Sikkim is predominantly agrarian, almost 89% of its population living in rural
area (2001 census).

1 3 Feed (UAt



More or less three categories of agriculture are identified in Sikkim. There is
the traditional or subsistence agriculture where size and volume of inputs are
small. Only family members are involved in this type ofagriculture which is its
means of livelihood. Another category of agriculture is a semi-subsistence
agriculture where the surplus is marketed. A farmer maygrow a crop producing
suiplus (which is sold) orgrow more than one crop: onefor his subsistence and
the other for market. The third category of agriculture is the "modem" or
"advance" agriculture where the produce is only for the market. Fanning here isa
commercial activity.

From the year Sikkim merged with Indian Union to 2000-01 the food
production in Sikkim has increased by 224% whereas the population has
increased by 105.4 %(base year: 1975). The rate ofgrowth in food production is
higher than the rate ofgrowth in population in the State.

Table 11(2)

Food-grain Production in Sikkim (in lakhs tonnes)

Year

Amount

1975-

76

0.32

1980-

81

0.59

1985-

86

0.89

1990-

91

.05

1995-

96^

1.08

1997-

98

.05

2000-

01

.03

2006-

07

1.04

Source: Directorate ofeconomws. StMsUcs . Monitoring & Evaluation.
Government of Sikkim

Alook at the otT-take/allocation pattern of food-grains during this period
shows the amount of off-take has increased substantially and gradually as also
the allnration of food-arain from the Union Governmem. This could only mean
that Sikkim is food deficient and the total food-grain prodtjced is not sufficient to
meet the requirement of the people. The apparent suiplus production duringiiicci iiic icL|uu micPQiriilat on (M.P. Lama. Sikkim Human

.nay be lu. , c„„„ibmio„ ,™n.
Development .
unforeseen effect compelled to depend heavily on PDS.
not reached the poor gufficiem there are others which are
Though some of the sta management ofagricultural land. However
not, possible reason being n,e to«
,hec„e o,N„,, .E.-n^g „.
sr.• L? i,..



sufficiency in food production. At the moment all North Eastern states with
perhaps the exception of Assam are food deficient. With rugged and undulated
topography and vast area under forest cover very little portion of the total
geographical area is under cultivation. In fact the total cultivated area (TCA)
comprisesonly 23.53 % ofthe total geographical area (TGA) ofthe entire North
Easternregion(1997). ExceptingAssam and Tripura all other states in the North
Eastern region have less than 15% land of TGA(total geographical area) for
cultivation. Sikkim's share is 15.69% and the net sown area (NSA) is 89.1%
(1990-91).

Practically in every state of India there is some amount of land left unutilized
in spite of the fact that the amount of land available is insufficient for demand.
Thus 1997 datashownet sown area for India to be only 70-78%. This is true of
each and every state in North Eastern region too and over the period of three
decades the change in TCA/TGA ratio is hardly 7.45 % as seen from the Table
above. Over and above this the percentage of Net Sown Area over Total
CultivatedArea is nowhere near 100 % for any of the NE states. For Sikkim the
NSA/TCA percentage is as low as 56.83 in 1997 which has almost remained
stagnant over the period up to 2000-01 (56.98%). The underutilization may be
due to socio-economic and land-ownership pattern rather than lack of effort to
increase yield. Besides, the application of modem amenities like irrigation on
theseareas isalmost unviable because of fragile ecology. Hence, farmers mostly
depend on rainwater for irrigation of their land. Consequently they are
compelled to time their cropping schedule with the monsoon which allows them
onlya limitedscopefor intensivecropping.

Table 11(3)

State TGA in'000 TCA/TGA % NSA/TCA%
Hectares (1997) 1970 1997

Arunachal

Pradesh 5499 4.69 100 58.14
Assam 7852 48.61 80.25 70.85
Manipur 2211 9.00 95.21 70.34
Meghalaya 2241 10.66 84.02 84.10
Mizoram 2104 5.09 97.50 60.75
Nagaland 1537 14.12 95.92 97.10
Tripura 1049 43.85 70.45 60.23



Sikkim(1990-91) 710 15.69
N.E. Region 231101 23.55

82.12

81.02
56.83

70.38

(Source: Statistical Abstracts & Estimates ofArea & Production ofPrincipal
Crops in India - various issues)

Given the limit in the availability of Total Cultivable Area and the
geographical constraint for production of staple cereal like rice it may not be
possible for the North Eastern region (exceptmay be for Assam) to achieve self-
sufficiency in food-grains. "But it need not be the crucial objective of
agricultural policy of the north-eastern states (Ganguly, 2006). Development of
horticulture holds great promise for this region. And horticultural products in
areas suitable for raising such crops may yield higher returns perunit ofland than
that offood-grains. With higher income the horticultural farmers should not face
problem ofprocuring food-grains and other necessities. Against this backdrop
Sikkim's steady improvement in the production of horticultural crops is
significant [Table II (4) ].

Fruits

Vegetables

Potato

L. Cardamom

Other tubeis

Turmeric

Flowers

Table 11 (4)

Horticultural Production in Sikkim
(in tonnes) _

""1985-

16400

16100

1990-

91

1995-

96

10500 12000

15000 28000

18000 24000

2600 3600

600 1000

90 100

16000 24000

62790 92700

2000-

01

8800

24750

16560

3000

1800

1500

15000

71410

2005-

06

13190

45590

29980

2740

2270

2070

35980

131820

•s. Statistics, Monitoring&Evaluation, Govt. ofSikkimSource: Directorate ofEcononuc
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after paralleling the plateau for rice is seen to rise continuously upwards towards
the end whereas the production ofother food-grains stays in range between 23
and 17 thousand tons per year.

Table II (5)

Rice Production in Sikkim
(in '000 tonnes)

Year

1975-75

1980-81

1985-86

1990-91

1995-96

Rice

10.00

10.63

17.05

22.04

21.68

Year Rice

1997-98 21.45

1998-99 21.96

1999-^00 23.44

2000-01 21.36

2006-07 21.45
ivy:)-yo z . Ctntistics Monitoring &Evaluation, Govt.
Source : Directorate ofEconomics, :^tatisncs, mu &
ofSikkim

Rice Production In Sikkim

amount

year fig- "(2)

Rice

Other Food Grains

Maize

, among the food-grains, which
Obviously production of maize «t ®'S ayear in 2005-06. Thehas inched towards the maxmum of64j9 3„d appears to have

of rice produced is far short ot
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reached asaturation point. Severe geographical, climatic and logistic constraints
are no doubt the immediate cause and Sikkim has to depend on imports for its
requirement ofrice and wheat. Sikkim's requirement for cereal (rice) has been
worked out for select few years to indicate its position against rice production m
the state. It is known that calorie requirement and its coiresponding intake vary
from person to person in a given population The chart below presents calorie
requirement obtained from cereals alone for various age-groups accordmg to
ICMR (1984), Nutritive Value ofIndian Foods:

Table II (6)

Age Amount ofcalorics lo be t alorio o! ccrcals (in
Consumed per day (gms) Kilo calories) —.

3-6 200 690.00

7-9 250 862.00

10-12 320 1104.00

Boys

13-15 430 1483.50

16-18 450 1552.50

Girls

13-18 350 1207.50

Adult (Male)

Sedentary Worker

Heavy Worker

Adult (Female)

Sedentary 300 1035.00

Moderate Worker 350 1207.50

Heavy Worker 475 1638.70

During Pregnancy 475 1638.70

During Lactation 500 1725.00

If we consider average requirement per person per day from the Table above it
works out to 1367 calories. The International recommendation according to
FAO (Food and Agricultural Organization) is 2,300 calories as an overall
requirement in the diet of a standard nonnal person per day. Out of this total

400 1380.00

650 2242.50





Allocation of Food-grains

50000

40000

Tonnes
30000

20000
Allocation

10000

Year

Fig. 11(3)
The more focused version of the pubhc distribution system ,the Targeted

Pubhc Distribution System (TPDS), was adopted in Sikkim after 1997. Under
TDPS the BPL (below poverty line) group of people is provided with rice at
highly subsidized rate whereas the APL (above poverty line) group is provided
quota at a normal procurement rate. Sikkim had 40% of its population falling
under BPL when the new scheme was launched, which is in real number is
43450. The subsidized allocation has been revised from time to time, the cost for
each Kg being fixed at Rs.4.0:

Table II (8)

1997-June, 2001 20 Kg per month
' July, 2001 - March, 2002 25 Kg per month

April, 2002 - till date 35 Kg per month

Inaddition to TPDS anumber ofother measures have been implemented inorder
to bring about speedy improvement in food security among the poorest of the
poor, disabled and neglected indigenous tribes. The following table [Table II (9)]
lists theseprogrammesbriefly someofwhich are state's own innovation:



Table II (9)

Name of the

Scheme

Target group Allocation No of

benefi

ciary

Remark

Mukhya Mantri
Khadya Suraksha

'Abhiyan
t

1

Economically
marginal
families and

indigenous
tribes

Rice@Rs.4 per
Kg - 35 Kg per
family per month

26,000 This scheme is o

the state

government

1Mukhya Mantri
1Antodaya Annadan
Yojana

1

The poorest of
the poor under
BPL

35 Kg of rice per
family per month
free of cost

9914 The scheme is

modification of

the Antodaya
Annadan Yojana
by the state

'Antodaya Annadan
Yojana

1

1

The poorestot
the poor under
BPL

35 Kg of rice per
family per
month @ Rs.3
per Kg

6600 The beneficiaries

were identified in

the 2 nd and 3"*

expansion of
AAY scheme

1

iAnnapuma Scheme

1

1

1

Senior citizens

above 65

entitled to

National Old
Age Pension
but not

receiving it

10 Kg of rice per
person free of
cost every month

2411 They have been
provided with
special ration
cards and rice is

distributed

straight from the
government

godowns.

iNariniketan/
'Welfare institutions

1

Inmates and
residents of
Orphanages,
Welfare
institutions,
monasteries

Freemeals@5

Kgof rice per
inmate/resident
per month @
Rs.4 /Kg in non-
tribal areas and
@15 Kg in tribal
areas L

42

institutions

(2457
inmates''
residents)

Central

Government's

scheme

i
1

. inaf. 07 and Achievements at a gianc^.^v^Source: Annual RepoitJOO npnartment Government ofSikkim.CivilSupplies &ConsumerAffairs Depa
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